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PRESENTATION AGENDA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll start out the presentation with a brief overview of GOKb.Then Kate, Nat, and Zorian will share stories about their experiences.Finally, I’ll save a few minutes for questions.



a freely available, community -managed data repository that 
contains key publication information about electronic resources 
as it is represented within the supply chain from content 
publishers to suppliers to libraries.

GOKB IS…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me start off by telling you a little bit more about GOKbGOKb is a project to build a knowledgebase of publication information, such as titles, packages, platforms, and organizations. Next, GOKb is community-managed, which means that project partners are responsible for collecting and maintaining the data in the kb. Our current project partners include Kuali OLE and KB+, which is a project of Jisc Collections in the UK. Both of these groups plan to contribute to the GOKb project and to use GOKb’s data to support their services. Finally, GOKb is freely available under a CC0 license. This means it can be used by anyone, for any purpose, without attribution. That means that work done in GOKb can be used to benefit libraries beyond project partners, as well as commercial vendors and publishers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion of role at current job, mention of UNCG as worldshare ILS system, so already working with community based KB.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, I worked a lot with GOKb at my previous job, at North Carolina State.  While there as a libraries fellow, I was the only staff member who was devoted 50% of the time to work with GOKb (this was before they got an editor, which is fantastic).  I did the original training and development of the wiki for data ingest, I did lots of usability testing, and I also brought in a lot of the initial title data.  I thought it was a fantastic project beyond its original intention, which was to serve as a KB for Kuali OLE.  



versus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope that shows you a bit how you can use this resource and why I have found it a valuable thing to contribute to, even though my library is not planning on implementing Kuali OLE or, sadly, Coral (that is a story for a different time!).  I also wanted to spend a bit of time discussing some of the differences in my experience working with GOKb and OCLC, and why I think that they actually compliment and strengthen one another. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOKb focused much more on adding additional data to your title level data, like title changes and publisher changes.  This information is not tracked in any consistent way via OCLC.  This greatly adds to its use as a database of information about serials, as its information is simply more complete.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another major change at the moment is how data is updated and the speed with which that occurs.  Currently, OCLC allows one to make global changes but only to specified collections.  These changes then have to be looked over by at least three community members in addition to OCLC in order to make sure they are correct.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In GOKb, currently you have to go through training and then you practice with uploading a few things and correcting data in a test instance.  Once you have shown you can do that, you are given more rein and can make global suggestions and corrections without the long wait.  Of course, there is also  much smaller user base at the moment.  But this allows editing and corrections to happen more easily than with OCLC.  The long waiting period discourages a lot of people from making global corrections and means that most generally make local ones.  I will say that OCLC has listened to feedback and now is at least letting vendor made changes from having to go through the same process as library made ones.  This can increase the speed at which things are added and updated, and lets you often grab title data from GOKb before it might make it through the OCLC process.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOKb is less focused on providing an exact match of everything you own and more a more general picture of the possibilities out there for libraries, in relation to serials.  You can turn on large packages, but it is more focused on an individual title level.  Thus the data is also more global and because of this, not as useful for supporting a journal A-Z list or catalog.  However, they do have some consortial packages listed (for example this VIVA package from Duke Publishing).  I would love to see more of these consortia larger packages out there in the future.



432 (All 
Journals)

Versus 15162 
(most e-
content)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trivially, of course, OCLC is more complete, as it is a fully functioning KB attached to a front end (worldcat discovery), and therefore features streaming media, eBooks, audio, etc.  I believe GOKb has the infrastructure to get there, but it running on a much smaller scale.  I hope that many publisher can help and work with GOKb like they have with a great deal of the other KBs and help them ingest and build a crosswalk between all of this data



Better 
Data!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end, while they both bill themselves as community Knowledgebases, and they both allow for community input and corrections, they fulfill and operate on different levels, and thus work well together.  OCLC is much more a traditional, Journal A-Z list supporting, catalog backing KB, with a small bit of community management that, honestly, does not get engaged with by most people.  The really important part is that you can conduct editing more easily than you could with serial solutions or the like, where all content was very much locked down.  So it is basically a more locally editable, traditional KB.  GOKb on the other hand is not built with a front end automatically attached.  It is much more focused on title level information and looks at the title as the main aspect of the database, instead of the package, which I feel is very much the case in OCLC.  Thus, while it is not access focused, it is metadata focused and helps one create better title lists in the access focused areas one already uses.  As such, both acting as a content editor and drawing on its data as a resource fit well into existing workflows.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focused on bringing in more data at the moment, since I am very comfortable with the backend and the more data in there the better.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This also works best with my own workflow, as I am regularly having to change data into (a bit different) version of the KBART format for doing mass adding, removal, and edits of titles in our current worldshare collection manager.  This is because we often have to modify collections or create our own local versions to truly capture all the weird wheeling and dealing we have done over the years.  OCLC also does not update as quickly as it should (often to do with publisher lag), and often has small mistakes in things like coverage.  So the data requires a lot of massaging.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I am currently doing is if there is a collection I am already having to work on a lot for OCLC, I am bringing it up to KBART standards for GOKb and then change it for OCLC’s, as I find GOKb to be much stricter in data control.   This does mean I have to develop some columns for GOKb that will not be needed for OCLC, due to the fact that it looks as everything as part of a TIPP (title instance package platform).  This means you have to add columns that describe publisher, the platform name, the package (similar to collection ID) and also includes an area for imprint, which is not featured in OCLC. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 It also has much stricter controls on what needs to be present to be ingested-there have to be ISSNs and e-ISSNs, there have to be title urls that are accurately formatted at least. I like to get my data up to the standard needed by GOKb and then change it to work for OCLC, as this makes sure I am working to develop high quality data.So, once I get it ready for GOKb, I first bring it into the GOKb front end (which I will show a bit later), and then I export the file as an excel spreadsheet.  I then take that now much cleaner sheet and bring it into refine again to change a few things (mostly removing and adding columns)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some changes that have to occur, for example, this is what a good form looks like for a OCLC KBART file, notice it has many of the same fields, but it also includes OCLC number and collection.id, unique identifiers for the database.  It also only requires publication title.  Once I am done with getting it in the right format, I then export it again as a csv (the file type required by OCLC) and bring the nice and neat data into Worldshare via collection upload.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am newer to the interface once the data is ingested, as this did not really exist in its current form when I was working with it at UNC, and I want to say that I am impressed by how easy it is to edit and look for information.   For example, I am here searching for adoption and fostering, and it clearly brings up the most relevant title, even though I used and instead of &.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What really impresses me though is how true they stayed to capturing publisher and title changes, as well as automating the catching of errors (though this still has its rough patches-data is only as good as what you bring in).    As you can see, you can easily view title history and also mark actions like title changes in this interface.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I use this for is to honestly strengthen the information that I have in my OCLC records-I use it to look up title changes, publisher changes, and especially e and normal ISSNs, which are frequently missing!  For example,  this title was missing an eissn in the Sage deep backfiles package, and I could not find it listed in my normal sources, since I do not have access to the ISSN center.  But I was able to find it in GOKb and add it to my OCLC data.I hope that they will be able to start adding more identifies (like OCLC number) in the future, as I think this will really help make it an even more valuable resource for the act of title correctness and control across the many KBS we use.
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• Minnesota State Colleges & Universities 
(MnSCU)
o 24 state community, technical and 

comprehensive colleges and 7 state 
universities 

• Minnesota State University, Mankato is the 
largest university in the MnSCU system:

o 13,980 2014-15 FYE (12,431 + 
1,549)

o 70,000+ “Journals” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Nat Gustafson-Sundell. I manage journals collection development and acquisitions. I also build tools -- thus I have built a Workflow Management database and a prototype Journal Collection Analysis database at my current library. At my former library, I built a database interface to Voyager to help disciplinary liaisons manage collection development and another interface for collection analysis per budget, location, collection, language, call number, year, circulation count, etc. in any combination. I mention this background to give you a sense of where I am coming from – when I work with GOKb, I am definitely thinking about how this tool might contribute to these kinds of projects.I will talk very briefly today about 3 aspects of my own work on GOKb, which is limited primarily to reviewing and revising ISSNs and publishers. In the first place, I will discuss several tools I typically use for these tasks. One reason I like to work on GOKb is that the work improves my knowledge of journal management resources. That is, there is a professional development aspect to the work – and I can honestly say that I am a better, more knowledgeable librarian because of the work. Thus, my library and my consortium also benefit from my work on GOKb.In the second and third places, I will briefly describe two typical tasks in GOKb and the insights I have gained from performing those tasks. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ulrichsweb is by far the most useful tool for my review tasks in GOKb. Actually, I could imagine GOKb might eventually replace Ulrichs someday – the data maintenance structure of GOKb is superior to Ulrichs, as I’ll show, by example, in a moment. And, of course, GOKb is Open. The closed, proprietary systems have all kinds of useful data that could be used to build all kinds of useful, actually life-changing tools, but instead, the data gets mostly wasted driving the limited functionality of the proprietary applications.Of course, OCLC Connexion proves useful from time to time, but there are lots of data gaps in the MARC records (which will likely also exist as we transition to Bibframe or whatever). I will mention one example of how GOKb might fill at least one of these gaps.Subscription agent databases can be helpful, such as EBSCOnet.  And there are a variety of open tools on the web, such as the ISSN Database, or one can search CUFTS, or other, similar resources. Sometimes, an open web search yields data that none of the other resources can provide. But then, how frightening is that? Can we count on that data being available a year or five down the road?One insight here is that GOKb fills a need as an information resource despite and because of the plethora of flawed tools available to us.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a typical task in GOKb – one I favor because the task itself is not too complex, so I can undertake this task given limited time and training. The task is simply to make sure the ISSNs are accurate and to delete any redundant ISSNs.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, however, the task is not exactly straightforward. In the case you see here, an ISSN search in Ulrich’s resolves to a record with a different ISSN. A problem with Ulrich’s is that it can take you in circles, and because the structure or presentation of the data is not sufficiently transparent, it can be frustrating to use.In some cases, I have searched ISSNs in Ulrichs with no results, although the ISSNs do really exist, as revealed by open web searches. The gappiness of Ulrichs data can be disconcerting.The structure and presentation of data in GOKb is more transparent than Ulrichs, and hopefully, as volunteers improve the data, there will be no gappiness in GOKb.I should also note here one of my frustrations with my own work on GOKb. In the course of working on a simple task, like ISSNs, I often run across more complex issues such as we see right here. I wish I had the time and the confidence to take on bigger data improvements, such as merged and changed titles. In order to try to make progress, I stick to the task-based approach to GOKb, although one could imagine a different approach – such as a record-based approach, where the job is to complete a complex set of tasks to fully enrich each record.



Title Alternate Title pISSN eISSN ProprietaryID

International Journal of Red Herrings Red Herrings, International Journal of 1234-5678 XXIJRH

The Journal of Pasta Sauce 9876-5432 2222-5432 XXJPAR

National Culture NC 8332-5774 0015-9502 XXNACU

Yarbrough Transactions Yarbrough Transactions: Part C 5643-5896 6547-1805 XXYATR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, I am hopeful that GOKb will be complete and clean enough to use as a crosswalk between tables from different sources eventually. As I work on improving the ISSNs, I often think about the usefulness of this possibility.On this slide, I have illustrated how GOKb might eventually be used to knit together data from a variety of tables. As everyone here probably knows, it can be very frustrating to try to link data from a variety of sources. ISSNs are not always comprehensively or even consistently used on different data sources. Some spreadsheets from vendors might not include all pertinent ISSNs. Proprietary IDs are typically much more useful for building combined reports, but not all data sources include a Proprietary ID.For GOKb to function successfully as a crosswalk, I think it will need to include as many IDs as possible. One concern here is that some vendors might not allow us to track their proprietary IDs. This would be a real shame.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a glimpse of my library’s holdings data according to Serials Solutions. Note how many ISSNs are totally missing. On the other hand, Serials Solutions does use a pretty powerful Proprietary ID. Unfortunately, I suspect that Serials Solutions would not allow these IDs to be shared in GOKb – their license is pretty unfriendly.



Title Alternate Title pISSN eISSN ProprietaryID

International Journal of Red Herrings Red Herrings, International Journal of 1234-5678 XXIJRH

The Journal of Pasta Sauce 9876-5432 2222-5432 XXJPAR

National Culture NC 8332-5774 0015-9502 XXNACU

Yarbrough Transactions Yarbrough Transactions: Part C 5643-5896 6547-1805 XXYATR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my own work, I have successfully gotten around the problems I have mentioned here by creating something I call the StandardTitle. I won’t go into the details here, but basically, I create a standard ID which can be used to link data from multiple sources by putting journal titles through a series of data cleaning and structuring steps. However, the StandardTitle is not perfect. It works, say, 94% of the time, so I have had to build into my reports a means to disambiguate any questionable results.In the slide here, you can see a portion of a sample report. This report was used by the library’s political science liaison as the Urban Studies program went through program review. Basically, I have matched an Urban Studies index to our holdings, thus I was able to show how completely our library covers the universe of Urban Studies journals.Even if GOKb does not include all possible IDs, GOKb could still prove essential as a crosswalk if only the alternate title data is good.  Eventually, I imagine I could use the GOKb data to bring the accuracy of my StandardTitle matches up to 99% or better. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another example of a report I built using StandardTitle, just to give you a sense of the possibilities. This report brings together journal title data, subject data, holdings, and historical pricing. I could easily have included usage data or browses from the ILS. This report was used for a cancellation review, to see all journals which cost greater than $1000 or which have had a simple interest rate of greater than 6%.This kind of report is very useful to our library and it would be easier to put together, as well as more accurate, if GOKb could be used to help me link data sources.



http://www.loc.gov/aba/p
cc/conser/documents/CO
NSER-RDA-CSR.pdf

http://www.issn.org/understanding-the-issn/assignment-rules/issn-manual/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, I just want to briefly mention one other task I’ve performed in GOKb.This is the publisher clarification task. In general, the task usually involves trying to track down historical, or even recent, publisher changes or journal transfers and adding that data to GOKb. Amazingly, there is no good source for this information. Although the folks at the International ISSN Centre seem to think that this data is tracked in the MARC record, CONSER doesn’t support this data tracking.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be very, very difficult to track down historical publisher changes or transfers, but I find this task to be worthwhile precisely because finding this data is so difficult. I imagine that this data will grow increasingly useful. For example, I am hoping to initiate a project next year to get a handle on our library’s patchwork of perpetual access rights to journals. I imagine that a reliable transfer tracking tool will be indispensable. That tool could be GOKb. (But note here that the data on this screen actually needs work – so it would be great if there were more volunteers.)
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GOKB TASKS RELEVANT TO MY WORK #1: 
ALTERNATE TITLE VERIFICATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my position as Electronic Access Librarian at MNSU, I do a lot of titlelist work, comparing vendor and ERMS provided lists for both package maintenance and usage statistics. One of the most common things I need to do is run VLOOKUPs in Excel between lists, using a common matching point. Depending  on the list, where it’s from, and what data it contains, I may use a variety of points to do this: titles, vendor proprietary IDs, Serials Solutions Proprietary IDs, and ISSNs. However, most of the time these don’t work flawlessly; in face, I often have to extensively examine my VLOOKUP results to correct errors and mismatches, which are often due to alternate or changing titles, or incorrect or incomplete ISSN information.In my presentation, I will discuss the potential positive implications of GOKb on my electronic resource management workflow by first demonstrating an example of my work (CPU analysis) and then discussing how the data within GOKb, both contributed by me and by others, could ease my workflow.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My typical path to resolving a Alternate Title verification task. On the left is a search in Ulrich’s for the primary title from the previous GOKb screenshot, with the closest matching result. As can be seen in the red, the GOKb-suggested Alternate Title matches the primary title. But there’s a twist.  The ISSN on Ulrich’s for EJC supplements does NOT match the ISSN in GOKb. Clicking on the journal website link for further investigation leads to the box on the right; the Elsevier site shows an ISSN, attached to the GOKb alternate title, that matches the GOKb record.This sort of ISSN confusion, both on Ulrich’s and in other places (vendor lists), deters me from using ISSNs for matching.



GOKB TASKS RELEVANT TO MY 
WORKFLOW #2:

ISSN VERIFICATION



GOKB APPLICATION: 
HOMEGROWN COST PER USE (CPU 

)ANALYSIS
 Proprietary solutions are expensive and lack desired 

reporting functionality
 Our ILS (Aleph) and our ERMS (Serials Solutions) are not 

connected
 Thus, we came up with our own solution utilizing various 

titlelists and VLOOKUPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The box above contains a screenshot of a completed CPU analysis spreadsheet for a journal package. It contains COUNTER 4 JR1 usage for 2013 and 2014, along with title price information for 2016. Finally, it  obviously contains the calculated CPU for the year 2014. More years of usage can be added in by simply adding another tab with that year’s JR1 data, adding a new column in the main tab, and writing a VLOOKUP for it.



COUNT
ER 4 
JR1 

report

Vendor Title list

Vendor 
Package Title 

list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above boxes are the various sources of data used to create the CPU analysis. The vendor price list can usually be found online, either on the vendor’s site or via a web search. The Vendor title list was provided by the vendor to us for acquisitions purposes; in this case, we have two packages through Wiley so it was necessary to use these lists to match titles from the all-encompassing JR1 to specific packages.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the same screenshots, but with potential match points highlighted. Noticed on the pricelist the listing of both print and electronic ISSNs.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even with all those matchpoints, however, I had to extensively modify the vendor price list sheet in order to use to match titles/usage to price. The bottom box is the modified price list, while the text box on the right is the documented steps I went through to make the price list matchable to everything else.These sort of extra data cleaning steps make documenting this process for others to do very tedious. What’s even worse is it’s often different across vendors, due to differences in featured data such as titles and proprietary IDs.If only I could count on ISSNs…



GOKB AND CPU ANALYSIS: POSSIBILITIES

 Our CPU Analysis method requires matching between several 
dif ferent lists

 Cannot currently use ISSNs for this as they are not consistent 
across sources

 Workarounds involve Proprietary IDs, sometimes even Titles
 These workarounds require various amounts of time-

consuming data massaging and manual matching



GOKB AND CPU ANALYSIS: POSSIBILITIES

 GOKb could eventually provide a cross-walk to overcome these 
obstacles

 The crowd-sourced nature of the ISSN verification task will 
eventually lead to GOKb becoming a more reliable source of 
ISSN information than Ulrich’s.

 In addition, this information will be connected to actual 
electronic resource package records, making it even easier to 
do local title list work like CPU analysis and package 
maintenance. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I envision this happening in one of several ways.Let’s say GOKb has fairly complete records for Wiley Full Collection, including both print issns and e-issns for all featured titles. If I wanted to do a CPU analysis similar to what I showed before, I could download the required JR1s, the pricelist, and the complete package list from GOKb (as a spreadsheet). I could run VLOOKUPS based on ISSNs, with IFERROR nested VLOOKUPs to check the second ISSN if the first doesn’t match. I could create the same results, without the need for massive data cleanup or package lists from the vendor!I could maybe even try this with matching on titles, with various alternate titles from a GOKb-sourced spreadsheetThe possibilities for GOKb application to ER management are promising, as I believe the knowledgebase is attempting to close the existing gaps among various tools and the information they provide.



Thank you!

QUESTIONS?

HTTP://GOKB.ORG

Contact Jennifer Solomon, 
GOKb Editor 
jhsolomo@ncsu.edu
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